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Dungeon Maps Described!This book contains a map with all the main areas described by me

and my AI friend. There's also a list of NPCs that you can use, random encounter tables, and

more.Players uncover clues that lead them to the tomb of a powerful and insane wizard,

Alfredo Rumaron. He was one of the most powerful sorcerers.His exploits and an old journal

suggest he traveled to the north and may have used ritual magic to raise the dead in an

attempt at immortality.The tomb is in the basement of an abandoned chapel high in the

mountains. Players must fight their way to reach the abandoned chapel.Once they arrive at the

dungeon, they must fight through an army of skeletons until they can finally figure out how to

reach the tomb room.Players must face the truth when they reach the tomb room, and the final

battle with the resurrected mage.Click Look Inside to see everything you'll get in this RPG

dungeon map adventure!



Dungeon Maps Described 1The Tomb of the Mad MageRPG Maps and Dungeon Adventure

IdeasPAUL BELLOWCopyright © 2021 Paul BellowAll rights reserved.DEDICATIONLong live

LitRPG and TTRPG!NOTESThanks for reading. Be sure to check the back for more RPG

guides you can purchase on Ebook Tops. I’ve also got links to some of my fiction. If you’re a fan

of the Guardians of the Flame series, you’re going to enjoy my Tower of Gates novels. Thanks

again!This book was created with the assistance of GPT-3 API, an AI language model from

OpenAI that I got access to in the summer of 2020. I wrote tens of thousands of unique words

to train GPT-3 to output character backstories - and more.I then used the tools I created to

generate hundreds of examples. After editing them (and adding some easter eggs), I compiled

them together in this collection.You can try the tools out for yourself at the . Currently, there are

fourteen RPG generators online. Membership includes access to a library of over a thousand

pieces of content created with the tools.You might also enjoy these FREE tools:/

litrpgadventures.comPlot Hook & Dungeon MapPlayers uncover clues that lead them to the

tomb of a powerful and insane wizard, Alfredo Rumaron. He was one of the most powerful

sorcerers.His exploits and an old journal suggest he traveled to the north and may have used

ritual magic to raise the dead in an attempt at immortality.The tomb is in the basement of an

abandoned chapel high in the mountains. Players must fight their way to reach the abandoned

chapel.Once they arrive at the dungeon, they must fight through an army of skeletons until they

can finally figure out how to reach the tomb room.Players must face the truth when they reach

the tomb room, and the final battle with the resurrected mage.Area 1 – EntranceAs you

descend the stairs to the tomb, the snow-covered ground crunches under your feet. At the

bottom of the stairs, you find yourself on the end of a narrow passage that is cut into the stone

of the mountainside. The short, stone hall ends at a 40' by 30' room with a doorway and

another hallway heading west.Looking around, you see walls covered in bas-reliefs. These

show battles between armies of evil creatures and the defenders of the chapel above. One

scene shows evil giants attacking a group of what you recognize as halfling-sized defenders in

forest green.Carved in the middle of the stone floor of the room is a 10' by 10' pentagram. The

pentagram is covered in fresh blood and the stink of dark magic hangs heavily in the air. The

tomb is eerily quiet, and you barely feel a breeze. You’re not sure where the air is coming from,

but you can breathe.Area 2 – Room of PraiseThe wooden door at the end of the hallway opens

to an expansive, 70' by 70' room. As you enter, a cacophony of chanting voices echoes eerily.

The room is a mock depiction of a small chapel with a dais at the back and a pulpit in front. The

walls of the room are engraved with scenes of a long-ago battle. In the center of the room is a

circular stone with a slot in the top. Fragments of crude wooden coffins are lying all over the

room.As you look around, the chanting gets louder. You can't see anyone, but you can sense

eyes on you, and you feel like you're being watched. Suddenly, the altar at the north end of the

room bursts into flames. Smoke rises and you smell blood and burning hair. The screaming

voice of a man echoes through the room. You can't tell what he says, but it sounds like a spell.

The smoke rises and forms the shape of a man and then a faint figure steps out of the haze

and looks at you:He is wearing a crimson robe and a monk's cowl. He looks emaciated with

sunken eyes, chalk white skin, and his hair is long and matted with blood. His arms are

crossed in front of him, and he looks bloated and ugly. In his hands he holds a long, blazing,

black iron staff. He lets out a howling laugh.As he laughs, a shadowy figure darts from the

darkness and strikes at you. Roll initiative!Area 3 – Ceremonial HallwayThis wide hallway is

made of marble and is illuminated by light coming from the walls. The walls are covered with



murals depicting nameless horrors. As you walk down the hall, the lights in the walls dim and

then brighten in sequence. To the West, you see the hallway open into a large, circular

room.Little spiders and other creepy insects scurry about the floor, walls, ceiling, and floor.

Occasionally, the insects appear to be spelling out simple words like Death, Doom, Blood, and

Slave. A fetid stench fills the hallway and sets your stomach to rumbling.If the party moves to

the round room to the West, the insects will come together and form an undead insect creature

with a CR just above that of the party, making it very challenging. This unique creature was

formed by Alfredo Rumaron to guard the hallway.
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Guide: Learn How to Play & Build Up Your Characters (Rule Your D&D Game Book 1)

jmoore623, “Very detailed and offers a lot of different options for a DM. I enjoyed the basic

story. Really liked all the random encounters offered. Perfect supplement to any campaign.

Highly recommend this book”

Old Time Gamer, “Great dungeon map resource. This is a great one-shot. It doesn't have

everything laid out perfectly, and that's why I like it so much. This will fit perfectly into an

upcoming night I needed something. Thanks! Keep them coming!”

Ebook Tops ReaderTerry Stoddart, “Tomb of The Mad Mage. I enjoyed reading all the

scenarios you offered and had many ah ha moments. I would include and tweak many of them

for my games. A quick and fruitful read. I would recommend for any player or Game Master.”

The book by Paul Bellow has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 11 people have provided feedback.

Dungeon Maps Described 1 PAUL BELLOW DEDICATION NOTES Plot Hook & Dungeon Map

Area 1 – Entrance Area 2 – Room of Praise Area 3 – Ceremonial Hallway Area 4 – Round

Room of Go Area 5 – Teleport Room A Area 6 – Teleport Room B Area 7 – Teleport Room C

Area 8 – Circle of Death Area 9 – Crossed Halls Area 10 – Garbage Room Area 11 – Master’s

Retreat Area 12 – Skeleton Infantry Area 13 – Dining on Death Area 14 – The Hoard Room

Area 15 – The Vault Monsters Alfredo Rumaron Ghoul Rats Evard, the Gray Ghost Random

Tables Random Mountain Encounters Non-Combat Random Mountain Encounters NPCs

Storm Whetherly Ayla Grover Horacio Archton Arkstone Aerial Owlsong Saul Ulrich Sir Chris

the Pure Wilhelm the Wise Orlandra the Brave Gennett Windwhispere Crass Rockhaven Olivia

Cloudream Mary O'Mallory John Carver The Hermit Malachi Lalo the Elder Shaman Erica

Warstorm Erlassa Havenward Conclusion Author Note You might also enjoy these tools: Again,

thank you for reading.
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